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Get practical, problem-solving legal resources 
in consumer and commercial bankruptcy. 
Stay one step ahead with updated statutes, 
rules and forms all backed by the standards 
established by Collier on Bankruptcy®.



Collier on Bankruptcy® is in its Sixteenth Edition 
and continues to be relied upon by courts 
at all levels. Collier on Bankruptcy® has been 
cited in more than 25,000 federal and state 
court decisions and cited 120 times in more 
than 40 U.S. Supreme Court cases, including 
the 2012 decision of Hall v. United States. 
In this decision, the Court not only agreed 
with the analysis in Collier on Bankruptcy, 
but recognized the publication as a “leading 
bankruptcy treatise.”

Available exclusively from Matthew Bender, Collier on 
Bankruptcy is known for its timely, comprehensive and  
reliable analyses of case law as well as its practical tools—
codebooks, case updates, form books—that can increase  
your productivity and your effectiveness inside and outside  
of court. To further assist you, LexisNexis has a thorough 
portfolio of consumer and commercial resources.

Take a moment to review the latest catalog. You’ll be  
sure to find the legal resources in print, eBook or online at  
Lexis Advance® that can help you more effectively meet  
your current need for bankruptcy expertise and insight.
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Collier on Bankruptcy®

Collier 
Bankruptcy 
Practice Guide
Alan N. Resnick,  
Henry J. Sommer,  
Editors-in-Chief; with 
contributing authors

This timely guide to 
bankruptcy practice 
and procedure ensures 
that your decisions 
are based on cutting-edge law. Developments in 
areas such as electronic filing, foreign proceedings, 
executory contracts, rejection of collective bargaining 
agreements, conversion and dismissal, dischargeability 
and reaffirmation of debts, and taxes are discussed.

Organized according to the sequence of day-to-day 
practice, this practical resource includes contributions 
from over 40 prominent bankruptcy attorneys. 
Coverage includes:

• Strategic advice and practice tips
• Practitioner checklists for debtors and creditors
• Discussion of relevant Bankruptcy Rules and  

their impact
• Practice aids including official and author-drafted 

forms and research guides that cross-reference 
Bankruptcy Code and Rules to the text

• Text of current local rules, forms and related 
orders and memoranda for every district and 
bankruptcy appellate panel

S   PRINT • 6 volumes, loose-leaf, plus 12 softbound local rules volumes, 
updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00200, ISBN 9780820512006

Collier Bankruptcy Manual, 4th Edition
Alan N. Resnick, Henry J. Sommer, Editors-in-Chief; with 
contributing authors and editors

This desk edition of Collier on Bankruptcy provides 
definitive section-by-section analysis of the Bankruptcy 
Code. It features the same expert commentary 
found in the full Collier set, covers all aspects of 
bankruptcy practice such as voluntary and involuntary 
cases, debtor’s duties and benefits, liquidation and 
reorganization proceedings (both individual and 
business) and much more.

S   eBOOK • 4 electronic files, epub or mobi format, Pub. #00224,  
eISBN 9781579114114
 PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,  
ISBN 9781422479834

Forms

Collier Forms Manual, 4th Edition
Hon. Kevin J. Carey, Bonnie Glantz Fatell, Henry J. Sommer, 
contributing authors; Alan N. Resnick, Henry J. Sommer,  
Collier Editors-in-Chief

A comprehensive collection of forms for use in Chapters 7, 9, 
11, 12 and 13 cases, this publication contains numerous forms 
for commercial bankruptcies and consumer bankruptcies. 
Organized topically accordingl to the day-to-day “tasks” 
performed by bankruptcy practitioners, each chapter includes 
collections of related forms accompanied by practical 
discussion and notes explaining the forms and their use.

Includes:

• Official bankruptcy forms and practice-tested  
litigation forms

• Procedural considerations and practical advice on  
the use of the forms

• The text of the Judicial Conference Advisory Committee 
Notes, detailing periodic changes to the mandatory 
official bankruptcy forms. 

• Relevant Bankruptcy Code and Rule citations in the form 
titles, allowing ease of reference by attorneys

In addition to containing the relevant forms, each part 
contains expert analyses, including helpful practical advice for 
successfully drafting and filing the forms. Up-to-date coverage 
of developments in bankruptcy practice and procedure 
ensures that the advice is based on the cutting edge of the law 
and the most up-to-date official forms.

S    eBOOK • 6 electronic files, epub or mobi format, Pub. #00215,  
eISBN 9781579114060
PRINT • 6 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, ISBN 9781422487310

EDITORS-IN-CHIEF

Alan N. Resnick is the Benjamin Weintraub 
Distinguished Professor of Bankruptcy Law at 
Hofstra University School of Law in Hempstead, 
New York. Professor Resnick, who has taught for 
more than 30 years, is a nationally recognized 
authority on bankruptcy law. Professor Resnick is 
also Of Counsel to the firm of Fried, Frank, Harris, 
Shriver & Jacobson LLP, in New York City, where he 
regularly consults on bankruptcy, insolvency and 
restructuring matters.

Henry J. Sommer is a leading authority on 
consumer bankruptcy law and has litigated many 
major cases involving bankruptcy, consumer law, 
civil rights and other issues. He is the supervising 
attorney at the pro bono Consumer Bankruptcy 
Assistance Project in Philadelphia and formerly 
served as the head of the Consumer Law Project 
at Community Legal Services in Philadelphia.  
Mr. Sommer has also served as a Lecturer-in-Law 
at the University of Pennsylvania Law School and 
is now an adjunct professor at Temple University 
School of Law. He is a past president of the 
National Association of Consumer Bankruptcy 
Attorneys.

Collier on Bankruptcy®, Sixteenth Edition
Alan N. Resnick, Henry J. Sommer, Editors-in-Chief; with contributing editors  
and authors 

The flagship bankruptcy treatise from LexisNexis® Matthew Bender® is written 
and edited by leading scholars and practitioners who bring an unparalleled 
breadth and depth of expertise to the field. Because of their insights, many 
lawyers and courts have come to rely on Collier as the leading authority, 
making it the most frequently cited treatise on bankruptcy.*

For over 115 years, Collier on Bankruptcy® has been recognized as the most 
comprehensive and authoritative source of bankruptcy law information with 
features that make it easier and faster to find critical information:

• The text focuses on the current state of the law, with coverage of 
historical developments usually contained at the end of the chapter. The 
information you need most is the information you’ll find first.

• Each chapter is broken down into detailed paragraphs and 
subparagraphs with descriptive captions, enabling you to find the 
specific information you need quickly.

• Collier on Bankruptcy authors and editors give you their expert 
opinions on issues that are unclear or unsettled, providing you 
with the authority you need to take a position.

• The forms are organized into four volumes of commercial 
bankruptcy forms and two volumes of consumer bankruptcy 
forms, making it easy to find the form you need for a specific 
situation.

• The eight Appendix volumes contain a thorough collection of 
primary source material, including bankruptcy legislation and 
relevant legislative history.

Get the treatise that helps you confirm or challenge your thinking, 
helps you navigate complex issues and helps you solve practical 
research questions. Need more information? Ask your LexisNexis® 
account representative for a copy of the table of contents.

S   eBOOK • Full set, Pub. #00219, eISBN 9780327173199
PRINT • 28 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 4 times per year, ISBN 9781422475126

* Since its first publication in 1898, Collier on Bankruptcy® has been 
cited in more than 26,000 opinions. Based upon internal studies, 
February 2014.

LexisNexis offers a sensible purchasing plan for print 
publications of a specific title or across your entire account. 
To learn more, visit www.lexisnexis.com/MAP or contact 
your LexisNexis® account representative.

Get the results, faster and easier  
with Lexis Advance®

Lexis Advance® transforms the way you do  
research by combining the most innovative research  

and validation solution in the industry with  
market-leading technology. 

Ask a LexisNexis account representative  
for more information. 
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Guides

Consumer Credit Law Manual
National Consumer Law Center

These two volumes address virtually every aspect of consumer 
credit law and regulation and provide complete coverage of 
consumer credit transactions. They also include the Consumer 
Credit Law Manual Primary Source Pamphlet, a separate, 
softbound volume containing the complete, current text of the 
most relevant statutes and regulations.

NS    PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, with primary source pamphlet, updated annually,  
Pub. #01064, ISBN 9780820530451

Consumer Credit: Law, Transactions  
and Forms
Kenneth M. Lapine

Provides a detailed analysis of 13 major consumer credit laws 
along with practical guidance for every stage of a consumer 
credit transaction. This publication includes relevant statutes, 
regulations, interpretations and policies, model forms, checklists, 
examples and tables.

S  eBOOK • 6 electronic files, epub or mobi format, Pub. #00084, eISBN 9781579115777
PRINT • 6 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 2 times per year, ISBN 9780820510842

Also published as Volumes 7, 8, 9 and 10 of Banking Law.

Debtor-Creditor Law
Theodore Eisenberg (1947 – 2014), Editor-in-Chief and author; and contributing authors

A comprehensive, multi-volume treatise written by prominent experts in the field that offers users complete coverage of 
all aspects of the debtor-creditor relationship, including current case law, practical guidance and numerous forms for the 
practitioner.

S  PRINT • 14 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00216, ISBN 9780820512167

Collier Family Law and the Bankruptcy Code
Henry J. Sommer, Hon. Margaret Dee McGarity; Alan N. Resnick, Henry J. Sommer, Collier Editors-in-Chief

For both the general practitioner and the matrimonial specialist, this comprehensive, practice-oriented guide examines the 
impact of the Bankruptcy Code on family law issues. Coverage includes:

• Overview of the bankruptcy process
• Overlap of bankruptcy court jurisdiction and state family court jurisdiction
• Determining the debtor’s interest in marital property
• Special issues involving community property
• Effects of Chapter 13 on current alimony and support obligations and on modification and enforcement  

of support obligations
• Effect of the automatic stay on on-going family court actions

NS  eBOOK • 1 electronic file, epub or mobi format, Pub. #00125, eISBN 9781579112356
S  PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00125, ISBN 9780820520308 

Collier Monograph: Intellectual Property in Bankruptcy
Eric E. Bensen

This monograph examines how IP rights are affected when they have been assigned, transferred, sold or licensed and one of 
the parties to the transaction files for bankruptcy. The analysis provides an understanding of the interplay between bankruptcy 
law and intellectual property law and discusses the complex questions that arise in bankruptcy when security and licensed 
interests in intellectual property, infringement and misappropriation suits, and awards relating to intellectual property rights 
are involved.

NS  eBOOK • 1 electronic file, epub or mobi format, Pub. #01762, eISBN 9780327181330

Collier Consumer Bankruptcy Practice Guide
Henry J. Sommer; Alan N. Resnick, Henry J. Sommer, Collier Editors-in-Chief

This key resource comprises three volumes—Collier Consumer Practice Guide and the  
two-volume Collier Consumer Bankruptcy Forms. The forms contained in the two volumes of 
Collier Consumer Bankruptcy Forms are divided into 27 “parts” or topics, reflecting the tasks 
performed in a typical consumer bankruptcy case. Each topic begins with editorial analysis 
providing guidance on the use of the forms.

With it, you’ll gain access to detailed discussions and step-by-step analysis of Chapters 7 and 
13 consumer bankruptcy cases. Uniquely designed for solo practitioners and small consumer 
bankruptcy firms, the Guide is user friendly and efficiently organized.

S   eBOOK • 3 electronic files, epub or mobi format, with the Forms volumes, Pub. #00294, eISBN 9780352717221
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated three times per year, with the Forms volumes, ISBN 9780820529677

NS  eBOOK • 1 electronic file, epub or mobi format, treatise only (without forms), Pub. #00294, eISBN 9781579111298
S  PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated once per year, treatise only (without forms), Pub. #00294, ISBN 9780820529240

Consumer forms are also available as Vols. 18 and 19 of Collier on Bankruptcy and as Vols. 4 and 5 of Collier Forms Manual, Fourth Edition.

For additional resources go to  
www.lexisnexis.com/ConsumerBankruptcy

• LexisNexis® Legal Newsroom for 
Bankruptcy—check out recent news 
headlines, contribute an article and more.

• Lexis Advance®—investigate your clients and 
the relationships they have with others by using 
resources such as Comprehensive Person and 
Business Reports and Bankruptcy Filings to 
find assets, judgments, liens and more.

• LexisNexis® Analyzer and CourtLink®—
uncover key information about judges and 
attorneys involved in your case.

• LexisNexis® Litigation Profile Suite—pinpoint 
facts about an opposing counsel’s litigation 
experience or a judge’s past rulings on issues 
to ultimately minimize any potential surprises 
and increase predictability. 

Collier Bankruptcy Exemption Guide
Alan N. Resnick, Henry J. Sommer, Collier Editors-in-Chief;  
Hon. Mary Davies Scott, reviewing editor and contributing author

This comprehensive compilation of exemptions available  
for every state and territory includes checklists of 
exemptions, a complete text of statutory authority, text 
of federal non-Bankruptcy Code exemptions, analysis of 
constitutional problems, tenancy by the entirety issues, 
current case highlights and a research guide.

S   eBOOK • 2 electronic files, epub or mobi format, Pub. #00126,  
eISBN 9780327169208
 PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, ISBN 9780820511269 

Vols. 12 and 13 of Collier on Bankruptcy.

Collier Florida Bankruptcy  
Exemption Guide
This new eBook includes the complete text of Florida 
state exemptions, text of federal non-Bankruptcy code 
exemptions, case highlights on related issues and a  
research guide to legislative history of Section 522(b)  
of the Bankruptcy Code.

 NS   eBOOK • 1 electronic file, epub or mobi format, Pub. #01763,  
eISBN 9780327184461

Collier Georgia Bankruptcy  
Exemption Guide
The complete text of Georgia state bankruptcy exemptions 
along with nationwide case highlights on exemption issues 
can be found in this new eBook.

NS   eBOOK • 1 electronic file, epub or mobi format, Pub. #01764,  
eISBN 9780327184478

Collier Illinois Bankruptcy  
Exemption Guide
In addition to providing an easy-to-access checklist 
of exemptions under Illinois law, this eBook provides 
the complete text of the state statutory authority with 
explanatory editorial comments.

NS   eBOOK • 1 electronic file, epub or mobi format, Pub. #01765,  
eISBN 9780327184485
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Collier Guide to Chapter 11: Key Topics and Selected Industries
Alan N. Resnick, Henry J. Sommer, Editors-in-Chief; and more than 25 contributing authors

This Guide takes an in-depth look at the key topics involved in current Chapter 11 
practice, and considers in detail the special issues that arise in business reorganizations 
in selected industries. Following an overview of Chapter 11, the key topics addressed are:

• Current trends in debtor-in-possession 
financing

• Section 363 asset sales
• The use of Chapter 11 as a liquidation tool 
• Key employee benefits issues in a 363 sale
• Federal income taxation issues

• Intellectual property in bankruptcy
• Cross-border insolvencies
• Environmental issues in bankruptcy
• Labor and employment issues
• Class action issues

The industries examined in depth are retail, real estate, 
hospitals and health care, automotive suppliers and 
customers, airlines, casinos, and professional sports franchises. 
Also considered are fraudulent transfer action claims against 
the FDIC in bank holding company cases. Where appropriate, 
relevant practice aids have been included, such as sample 
forms and checklists.

NS  eBOOK • 1 electronic file, epub or mobi format, Pub. #01619, eISBN 9781579111120 
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, ISBN 9781422478523 

Collier Compensation, Employment and Appointment of Trustees and Professionals in 
Bankruptcy Cases
Hon. Mary Grace Diehl, Jan S. Ostrovsky; Alan N. Resnick, Henry J. Sommer, Collier Editors-in-Chief

A complete examination of the Code provisions, case law and current practice trends relevant to the compensation of 
attorneys, trustees and other professionals involved in bankruptcy cases.

NS   eBOOK • 1 electronic file, epub or mobi format, Pub. #00536, eISBN 9781579111069
S  PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00536, ISBN 9780820515366

Collier Handbook for Creditors’ Committees
Irving Sulmeyer; David S. Kupetz; Alan N. Resnick, Henry J. Sommer, Collier Editors-in-Chief

All the practical guidance members of a creditors’ committee need for daily operations and participation in the debtor’s 
reorganization, with forms, sample letters and more. The Handbook is newly updated to reflect recent changes in law and 
rules, and contains the latest advice and case law on all aspects of creditors’ committees in Chapter 11 cases. It also offers 
advisement on conducting smooth and successful committees in out-of-court workouts and Chapter 7 liquidation cases.

NS  eBOOK • 1 electronic file, epub or mobi, replaced annually, eISBN 9780769895284
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #00231, ISBN 9780769895277

Collier Handbook for Trustees and Debtors in Possession
Irving Sulmeyer, Paul Maschmeyer, Hon. D. M. Lynn, Michael R. Rochelle, Sander L. Esserman; Alan N. Resnick, 
Henry J. Sommer, Collier Editors-in-Chief

This Handbook guides trustees, corporate debtors and practitioners through the intricacies of the 
Bankruptcy Code. It covers cases governed by Chapters 7, 9, 11, 12 and 13.

NS  eBOOK • 1 electronic file, epub or mobi, replaced annually, Pub. #00149, eISBN 9780769887609
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, ISBN 9780769887593

Collier Real Estate Transactions and the Bankruptcy Code
Laurence D. Cherkis, Michael L. Temin; Alan N. Resnick, Henry J. Sommer, Collier Editors-in-Chief

Provides detailed coverage of landlord-tenant transactions, leasehold mortgages, contracts for 
sale, environmental issues, escrow arrangements and Chapter 11 plans.

NS  eBOOK • 1 electronic file, epub or mobi format, Pub. #00131, eISBN 9781579110819
S  PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00131, ISBN 9780820520346 

Collier Monograph: Contested Valuation in Corporate Bankruptcy
Robert J. Stark, Howard L. Siegel, Edward S. Weisfelner, Editors;  
with contributing authors

The principle of valuation pervades Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code, yet the law does not apply the concept uniformly. 
This monograph looks at valuation from a number of perspectives, including avoidance theories, enterprise valuation, market 
pricing, valuation procedure, discounted cash-flow analysis, liquidation value, tax aspects of valuation, discovery, valuation 
experts and settlement.

NS   eBOOK • 1 electronic file in epub or mobi format, Pub. #01707, eISBN 9780327170747
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, ISBN 9781422493830

Guides (continued)

Collier Business Workout Guide
Steven R. Gross, Richard F. Hahn, Michael E. Wiles, My Chi To;  
Alan N. Resnick, Henry J. Sommer, Collier Editors-in-Chief

This timely, practical Guide shows you how to plan, carry 
out and complete an effective out-of-court restructuring. 
Leading you through the legal, business and procedural details, 
it addresses such issues as the pros and cons of a workout 
versus bankruptcy, prepackaged bankruptcies and preparing 
for Chapter 11.

NS  eBOOK • 1 electronic file, epub or mobi format, Pub. #00177, eISBN 9781579110901
S  PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00177, ISBN 9780820511771 

Collier Lending Institutions and the 
Bankruptcy Code
Robert J. Rosenberg, Mark A. Broude, Michael S. Lurey; Alan N. Resnick,  
Henry J. Sommer, Collier Editors-in-Chief

A complete, practice-oriented guide to the impact of 
bankruptcy on lending transactions—with emphasis on Chapter 11 reorganizations. In addition to an overview of the Bankruptcy 
Code and the provisions that affect lending institutions, this major resource offers extensive discussion of many topics, from 
bankruptcy considerations and strategies to enforceability of default provisions and much more.

NS  eBOOK • 1 electronic file, epub or mobi format, Pub. #00119, eISBN 9781579110796
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00119, ISBN 9780820511191

For additional resources go to  
www.lexisnexis.com/CommercialBankruptcy

• LexisNexis® Legal Newsroom for Bankruptcy—
check out recent news headlines, contribute an 
article and more.

• Lexis Advance®—investigate your clients and 
the relationships they have with others by using 
resources such as Comprehensive Person 
and Business Reports (SmartLinx®), Uniform 
Commercial Code Liens Filings, Troubled Company 
Reporter, CourtLink® and Bankruptcy Filings to find 
assets, judgments, liens and more.

• LexisNexis® Analyzer and LexisNexis® Company 
Dossier—uncover key information and access 
background information on millions of public and 
private companies.

• Lexis Practice Advisor®—The Financial 
Restructuring and Bankruptcy module provides 
attorneys who handle transactional matters with 
practical guidance; annotated forms; sample briefs, 
pleadings and motions; and more.
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Collier Monograph: Chapter 11 for Individual Debtors
Daniel Press and Brett Weiss

This monograph lays out the groundwork, reviews the fundamentals, provides forms, and lets counsel know how to properly 
represent and advise an individual Chapter 11 client from the initial interview to discharge. Common pitfalls, strategies and  
in-depth explanations of some of the more complex areas of Chapter 11 practice are also addressed.

NS   eBOOK • 1 electronic file, epub or mobi format, Pub. #01737, eISBN 9780327173809
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, ISBN 9780769848297

Collier Monograph: Employee Benefits and Executive Compensation in Corporate 
Bankruptcy, 2nd Edition
John R. Cornell, Daniel C. Hagen, Lisa Rothman Jesner, Tricia Eschbach-Hall; Alan N. Resnick, Henry J. Sommer, Collier Editors-in-Chief

Ties together two areas that intersect when a company faces financial trouble—bankruptcy law and employee benefits law. 
The Second Edition features five new chapter-length sections on the following topics:

• Treatment of compensation and benefits in bankruptcy
• Benefits and compensation challenged as preferences or 

fraudulent transfers
• Voluntary employees’ beneficiary associations (VEBAs)

• COBRA continuation coverage for retirees in bankruptcy
• Liquidation-related benefits matters; multi-employer  

pension plans

NS  PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00219, ISBN 9781422480434
Included with purchase of Collier on Bankruptcy.

Collier Monograph: 
Debt Adjustments for 
Municipalities Under 
Chapter 9 of the  
Bankruptcy Code
Francis J. Lawall and J. Gregg Miller;  
Alan N. Resnick, Henry J. Sommer,  
Collier Editors-in-Chief

This title explains: the purpose of 
municipal bankruptcy, nonbankruptcy 
alternatives to Chapter 9, how 
Chapter 9 differs from Chapter 11, 
whether a municipality is eligible to file 
for bankruptcy and the consequences 
of a Chapter 9 filing. It also offers 
guidance on prepetition planning, 
including negotiations with creditors 
and creation of a restructuring plan; 
commencement of a Chapter 9 case; 
a municipality’s operation while in 
Chapter 9; reduction of liabilities; and 
exiting bankruptcy. 

NS   eBOOK • 1 electronic file in epub or mobi 
format, Pub. #01739, eISBN 9780327173526
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound,  
ISBN 9780769848426

Collier Monograph: 
Corporate Governance 
in Insolvency and 
Bankruptcy
Christopher W. Frost; Alan N. Resnick,  
Henry J. Sommer, Collier Editors-in-Chief

Examines principles of corporate 
governance law in the context of 
corporate financial distress. The 
monograph covers the general 
corporate governance structure 
that applies to solvent corporations; 
recent cases that have struggled 
with whether managers’ fiduciary 
duties shift as the corporation 
enters into the zone or vicinity of 
insolvency, along with the rise and 
fall of the “deepening insolvency” 
theory of liability; enforcement 
of pre-bankruptcy governance 
obligations; and corporate 
governance during Chapter 11.

NS   PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00219,  
ISBN 9781422489222

Included with purchase of Collier on Bankruptcy.

Collier Monograph:  
A Lender’s Participation  
in a Chapter 11 Case
Robert J. Rosenberg, Michael S. Lurey,  
Mark A. Broude; Alan N. Resnick,  
Henry J. Sommer, Collier Editors-in-Chief

Describes participation in a Chapter 
11 case from the lender’s perspective 
with regard to both pre- and post-
petition financing. It sets forth the 
principal rules governing financing 
arrangements between a lender and 
a debtor and also reviews the issues 
that a lender should consider in 
evaluating the post-petition financing.

NS   PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00219,  
ISBN 9781422473436

Included with purchase of Collier on Bankruptcy.

The Ponzi Book: A Legal Resource for Unraveling Ponzi Schemes
Kathy Bazoian Phelps, Hon. Steven Rhodes

Covers virtually all legal issues relating to unwinding Ponzi schemes. Written as a comprehensive 
guide, this publication includes a thorough legal analysis to support competing claims and defenses 
of affected parties, and contains a sophisticated discussion of the administrative practicalities that 
arise in Ponzi cases. Several chapters are dedicated to increasingly common fraudulent transfer 
claims and preference claims, along with the defenses that investors, brokers and others can assert 
to those claims, as well as a broad array of litigation claims that can be pursued against any type of 
defendant with culpability or liability due to their involvement in a Ponzi scheme.

NS  eBOOK • 1 electronic file, epub or mobi format, Pub. #01723, eISBN 9780327173120
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, ISBN 9780769846576

Collier International Business Insolvency Guide
Richard F. Broude, Daniel M. Glosband, Adam C. Rogoff, General Editors; Alan N. Resnick, Henry J. Sommer, Collier Editors-in-Chief

Covers the insolvency laws and practice of over 35 countries and the European Union, as well as the bankruptcy laws  
of the United States with an emphasis on Chapter 15 of the Bankruptcy Code.

NS  eBOOK • 3 electronic files, epub or mobi format, Pub. #01135, eISBN 9780327170679
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, ISBN 9780820539003

Collier on Bankruptcy Taxation
Myron M. Sheinfeld, Milton B. Hyman, Fred T. Witt; Carl M. Jenks, 
Reviewing Editor; Alan N. Resnick, Henry J. Sommer,  
Collier Editors-in-Chief

This dynamic resource presents thorough, authoritative 
discussion of the many tax issues arising in, and relating to,  
a bankruptcy case.

NS   eBOOK • 1 electronic file, epub or mobi format, Pub. #00861,  
eISBN 9781579111083

S   PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00861,  
ISBN 9780820521497

Volume 11 of Collier on Bankruptcy.

Understanding Bankruptcy Law,  
3rd Edition
Jeffrey T. Ferriell, Professor of Law, Capital University Law School;  
Edward J. Janger, Professor of Law, Brooklyn Law School

If you seek a detailed introduction to bankruptcy and related 
state and federal debtor-creditor law—look no further.  
This resource is equally useful in an introductory Creditors’ 
Rights course emphasizing bankruptcy, a bankruptcy course 
or an advanced course in Chapter 11 reorganization. It is also 
a useful and inexpensive guide for new and experienced 
bankruptcy practitioners.

NS   eBOOK • 1 electronic file, epub or mobi format, Pub. #00064,  
eISBN 9780327182863
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, ISBN 9780769859200

Bankruptcy Law: Principles, Policies and 
Practice, 3rd Edition
Charles J. Tabb, Alice Curtis Campbell Professor of Law, University 
of Illinois College of Law; Ralph Brubaker, Professor of Law & Guy 
Raymond Jones Faculty Scholar, University of Illinois College of Law

NS   eBOOK • 1 electronic file, epub or mobi format, Pub. #03609,  
eISBN 9780327175872
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, ISBN 9781422478981
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, ISBN 9781422478035

Bankruptcy and the Supreme Court
Kenneth N. Klee

Commissioned by the American College of Bankruptcy, this 
title is the culmination of more than seven years of intense 
scholarship, examining the Supreme Court’s bankruptcy 
decisions from 1898 through 2008 from multiple 
perspectives. Specific bankruptcy doctrines and policies 
are analyzed in detail as well as those cases that have 
sharply changed the course of bankruptcy law.

NS  PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #01553, ISBN 9781422427514

Guides (continued)

Unless otherwise listed, the service type of the first publication entry listed is the same for all entries under that title.
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Collier Pamphlet Edition
Commentary by Alan N. Resnick, Henry J. Sommer, Collier Editors-in-Chief

Get quick and easy access to the full text of the Bankruptcy Code and Rules. The first two volumes 
provide the Code, related statutes, bankruptcy and evidence rules, Director’s Procedural Forms, and 
Official Forms, and describe their impact and interrelation with expert commentary, legislative history 
and case notes. The third volume, the Portable Pamphlet, contains the full text of the Code and 
Rules in a single volume, making it the perfect tool to take to court or on the road. Each volume 
also includes a comprehensive index.

Collier Pamphlet Edition, complete set
NS  eBOOK • 3 electronic files in epub or mobi format, Pub. #00221, eISBN 9780769895239

PRINT • 3 volumes, softbound, replaced annually, ISBN 9780769895192

Collier Pamphlet Edition, Part 1—Bankruptcy Code
NS  eBOOK • 1 electronic file in epub or mobi format, Pub. #00221, eISBN 9780769895246

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, ISBN 9780769895208

Collier Local Bankruptcy Court Rules
Printed in a separate, easy-to-carry softbound format for each judicial circuit, these pamphlets provide the local bankruptcy 
rules, forms, general and administrative orders, memoranda and other relevant procedural information for each federal 
judicial district and bankruptcy appellate panel.

S  PRINT • 12 volumes, softbound, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00200, ISBN 9780820530277
Also sold as part of the Collier Bankruptcy Practice Guide.

1st Circuit Court Rules
S   eBOOK • 1 electronic file  

in epub or mobi format,  
eISBN 9780327194743
PRINT • 1 softbound volume, 
updated 3 times per year,  
ISBN 9780820530192

2nd Circuit Court Rules
S   eBOOK • 1 electronic file  

in epub or mobi format,  
eISBN 9780327194750

NS   PRINT • 1 softbound volume, 
updated 3 times per year,  
ISBN 9780820530208

3rd Circuit Court Rules
S   eBOOK • 1 electronic file  

in epub or mobi format,  
eISBN 9780327194767
PRINT • 1 softbound volume, 
updated 3 times per year,  
ISBN 9780820530215

4th Circuit Court Rules
S   eBOOK • 1 electronic file  

in epub or mobi format,  
eISBN 9780327194774
PRINT • 1 softbound volume, 
updated 3 times per year,  
ISBN 9780820530222

5th Circuit Court Rules
NS   eBOOK • 1 electronic file  

in epub or mobi format,  
eISBN 9780327194781

S   PRINT • 1 softbound volume, 
updated 3 times per year,  
ISBN 9780820530239

6th Circuit Court Rules
S   eBOOK • 1 electronic file  

in epub or mobi format,  
eISBN 9780327194798
PRINT • 1 softbound volume, 
updated 3 times per year,  
ISBN 9780820530246

7th Circuit Court Rules
S   eBOOK • 1 electronic file  

in epub or mobi format,  
eISBN 9780327194804
PRINT • 1 softbound volume, 
updated 3 times per year,  
ISBN 9780820530253

8th Circuit Court Rules
S   eBOOK • 1 electronic file  

in epub or mobi format,  
eISBN 9780327194811 
PRINT • 1 softbound volume, 
updated 3 times per year,  
ISBN 9780820530260

9th Circuit Court Rules
S   eBOOK • 2 electronic files  

in epub or mobi format,  
eISBN 9780327194828
PRINT • 2 softbound volumes, 
updated 3 times per year,  
ISBN 9780820530413

10th Circuit Court 
Rules

S   eBOOK • 1 electronic file  
in epub or mobi format,  
eISBN 9780327194835
PRINT • 1 softbound volume, 
updated 3 times per year,  
ISBN 9780820530420

11th Circuit Court Rules
S   eBOOK • 1 electronic file  

in epub or mobi format,  
eISBN 9780327194842
PRINT • 1 softbound volume, 
updated 3 times per year,  
ISBN 9780820530437

United States Code Service (USCS) 
Bankruptcy Set: Title 11
The USCS Bankruptcy mini-set includes the entirety of 
Title 11 of the U.S. Code, the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy 
Procedure, and official Bankruptcy forms. USCS uses the 
exact language of Congress, and gives you an annotated 
comprehensive reference to Bankruptcy law and rules 
through selected case annotations, cross references to 
authoritative treatises and much more.

NS   eBOOK • 6 electronic files in epub or mobi format, Pub. #46902,  
eISBN 9781630433772
PRINT • 12 volumes, hardbound, updated annually, ISBN 9780327130451

Shepard’s® Bankruptcy Case  
Name Citations

S   PRINT • 12 volumes, softbound, with 2-volume softbound supplement,  
all-inclusive subscription, Pub. #04012, ISBN 9780769802169

Shepard’s® Bankruptcy Citations
S   PRINT • 7 volumes, softbound, with 2-volume softbound supplement,  

all-inclusive subscription, Pub. #04013, ISBN 9780769802039

Pratt’s™ Journal of Bankruptcy Law
This Journal will help keep you up to date on changes in 
bankruptcy law, restructuring, and debt collection issues. 
Articles explore a full range of topics including mandatory 
withdrawal of the bankruptcy reference, developments 
in designating votes of claims purchased in bankruptcy, 
and issues that arise when a law firm goes bankrupt. Also 
provides regular case updates to keep you informed on the 
latest court decisions involving bankruptcy.

S   eBOOK • 8 electronic issues per year in epub or mobi format, Pub. #04789, 
eISBN 9780769879888
PRINT • Journal, published 8 times per year, ISBN 9780769878461

Mealey’s™ Asbestos Bankruptcy Report
Provides in-depth news of asbestos bankruptcy law and 
the progress of bankrupt asbestos companies through the 
evolving Chapter 11 process.

S   eBOOK • 12 electronic issues in PDF format, Pub. #07038,  
eISBN 9780327167167
PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly, ISSN 1537-2065

Cases and Codes

LexisNexis® Digital Library, our new eLending platform with OverDrive®, provides improved content distribution 
and increased mobility. Customized tools allow users to browse, check out and download materials for 24/7 digital 
access to their library resources. Learn more by visiting www.lexisnexis.com/DigitalLibrary.

Collier Bankruptcy Cases, 2nd Series
Publisher’s Editorial Staff

Full reprints of key cases along with summaries and headnotes for each case and 
cross references to Collier on Bankruptcy. Subscription features Codex® case-
finding tools and includes 10 different research aids including:

• Subsequent history and parallel cites to the West® Reporter for all published 
full-print cases

• Headnotes from the full-print cases organized by Bankruptcy Code section or 
Bankruptcy Rule number

• A digest of recent law review articles

Selected bankruptcy articles, information on upcoming bankruptcy conferences 
and an updated listing on relevant legislative bills in Congress are in the biweekly 
releases accompanied by a complete newsletter.

S  PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 24 times per year, Pub. #00222, ISBN 9780820524849
PRINT • Volumes A, B, C, V68 – 70, updated 24 times per year, ISBN 9780820512228

Collier Bankruptcy  
Case Update
Publisher’s Editorial Staff

The Update provides concise 
summaries of significant bankruptcy 
issues in virtually all current 
bankruptcy cases decided by the 
federal courts.

S   eBook • electronic file available weekly, PDF 
format, Pub. #00931, eISBN 9781579119812

Collier Pamphlet Edition, Part 2—
Bankruptcy Rules

NS   eBOOK • 1 electronic file in epub or mobi format,  
Pub. #00221, eISBN 9780769895253
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,  
ISBN 9780769895215

Collier Portable Pamphlet
NS   eBOOK • 1 electronic file in epub or mobi format,  

Pub. #00221, eISBN 9780769895260
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,  
ISBN 9780769895222
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Product Terms

S  Service Titles • Price includes product and any supplementation, release, replacement volume, new edition and/or updates 
published during the indicated service period (minimum 30 days) at no additional charge except tax, shipping and handling where 
applicable. Renewal options include:

S/A
 

Service Title with Automatic Renewal • If you select this option your subscription will be automatically renewed without any 
action on your part. Notification that the subscription is due to be renewed, and the price of renewal, will be sent to you 60 
days prior to renewal. Estimated prior year prices and update frequency are shown with the description of each title.

S/N
 

Service Title with Notification • Notification that the subscription is due to be renewed, and the price of renewal, will be 
sent to you 60 days prior to renewal. If you fail to act, your subscription will be cancelled.

NS  Non-Service Titles • Price includes product only, plus any updates published within 30 days of purchase or as otherwise indicated. 
Subscription options include:

NS/A  Non-Service Title with Automatic Renewal • If you select this option you will receive and be billed for future updates 
outside of the 30-day period without any action on your part. Estimated prior year prices and update frequency are shown 
with the description of each title.

NS/N  Non-Service Title with Notification • Notification that an update has been published, and the price of the update,  
will be sent to you. If you fail to act, you will not receive the update.

Cancellation: You may cancel any subscription at any time by calling Customer Support at 800.833.9844; emailing  
customer.support@lexisnexis.com; or returning an invoice or notification marked “CANCEL.” Shipments may be returned within  
30 days of receipt, at your expense, for full credit of the advertised price, less shipping and handling fees and any other discount credits.

If you cancel a Service Title between 31 and 60 days after the invoice date and you return the product at your expense, you will receive a  
5/6th credit of the price for the annual subscription.

If you return a Non-Service Title at your expense within 30 days of shipment, you will receive full credit for the purchase price. No credit will 
be given for returns more than 30 days after shipment.

No credit will be given more than 60 days after the invoice date.

 Subscription to a CD-ROM, eBook or any other electronic service from LexisNexis is subject to additional terms and conditions and separate 
contractual agreement. Call 800.223.1940 for details, ordering, and contract.

LexisNexis eBooks are subject to digital rights management restrictions and terms and conditions in the eBook, at the point of download, 
and at www.lexisnexis.com/terms/bender/MasterAgreement.

An eBook file may have different service terms compared to the equivalent print title. Unless otherwise noted, the service type of the entry 
listed is the same for all entries under the publication title. 

For complete terms and conditions related to your print subscription, visit www.lexisnexis.com/printcdsc.

Promotional Terms

Visit the LexisNexis® Store for current pricing. Sales to federal government customers may be subject to specific contract pricing.

LexisNexis® ebooks are available in epub format for use on devices like the Apple® iPad® and mobi format for use on devices like the  
Amazon® Kindle®.

LexisNexis, Shepard’s, Lexis, Lexis Advance and the Knowledge Burst logo are registered trademarks of Reed Elsevier Properties Inc., used under license. CourtLink and 
SmartLinx are registered trademarks and Mealey’s is a trademark of LexisNexis, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. Matthew Bender is a registered trademark of Matthew Bender 
Properties Inc. Collier on Bankruptcy is a registered trademark of Matthew Bender & Company, Inc. Pratt’s is a trademark of Reed Elsevier Properties SA, used under license. 
West is a registered trademark of West Publishing Corporation Other products or services may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies.
© 2014 LexisNexis. All rights reserved. OFF03073-0 0614 
Source: 1-6144369349 / Treatment: 1-6354679509

LexisNexis® Multi-year Agreement for Print
Lock In Savings and Lock Out Uncertainty

With a LexisNexis® Multi-year Agreement for Print, you’ll have the security of knowing how much your print publications will cost in 
the future. And you’ll have the satisfaction of knowing you’re enjoying a substantial savings.

It’s a great way to manage your publications budget.

• It’s affordable. You’ll start saving right away with a Multi-year Agreement for Print, and your savings will continue to grow every 
year. You’ll lock in an annual, fixed-rate increase for service titles that is substantially below the industry average, and you’ll 
receive a fixed discount on your non-service release titles.

• It’s predictable. A Multi-year Agreement for Print makes it much easier for you to manage your spending and forecast your 
budget for years to come.

• It’s flexible. Your primary and secondary content needs can change over time. Accordingly, we’ve incorporated a swap-out 
provision in the Multi-year Agreement for Print. It lets you exchange titles you no longer need for titles that you do. And you can 
tailor your agreement to a specific title or across your entire account.

LexisNexis Multi-year Agreement for Print. It’s the sensible and economical way to manage your print publications. And, because 
we constantly add new content to our portfolio, you’ll enjoy the flexibility and reassurance of the agreement in the future.

For details, contact your LexisNexis® account representative or visit www.lexisnexis.com/MAP
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